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Consider the vector format of the first Maurer Cartan structure equation given here in 

the notation of chapter one: 
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The fundamental ECE hypothesis was devised for electromagnetism and defines the 

electromagnetic potential in terms of the tetrad: 

f'J. (a) C\ 
r\ '\j 

/ 
Now define the linear momentum tetrad: 

~ (bJ a. 

~ ~ f \Jr 
in an analogous manner, using the minimal prescription: 

It follows from Eqs. ( lt \ ) and ( \.r4-) that the orbital force of ECE theory is: 

t " G (0 ~ -\) + : -1:_ j \a q 
Jr-r {)~ ~ 
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and that the spin force is: 

In the simplified single polarization theory: 

and: 

In the non relativistic limit the spin connection vanishes and: 

The famous equivalence of inertial and gravitational mass is recovered from Eq. ( 5o ) 

using the anti symmetry law of ECE theory described earlier in this book. So: 

l s,) 

and: - (s~) 

where cf is the gravitational potential. This is defined in direct analogy to the 

electromagnetic scalar potential ~ as follows: · 

) 
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and 

A~ (fc _6_ j ~ { ~~ -- ) 
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In Newtonian dynamics: 

- {s~ r - (hm_& 
c 

so the force is: -
\ 

~ { sb_) 

and the acceleration dueto gravity is: 

( 

This powerful and precise result of ECE theory was first inferred in UFT 141. The ECE 

theory is therefore precise to one part in ten to the power seventeen, the precision of the 

experimental proof of the equivalence of gravitational and inertial mass. The equivalence is 

due to Cartan geometry. 

The calculation of light deflection due to gravitation proceeds by applying the 

ECE anti symmetry law to Eq. ( 4-~ ) to find that: 

in which it has been assumed that: 
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So the force is: 

f-:_ l(-1--
---J ol1 

The factor two in Eq. ( bO ) can be eliminated without affecting the physics by assuming 

that: 

so the orbital force becomes: 

f ~ - ct_t - ~0 f 
~ -

an equation which gives· the equivalence principle ( S \ ) for vanishing spin connection. 

Now define: 

CJ 

and compare Eqs. ( ':,) 0 ) and ( {, ~ ) to find that: 

=- - ~:LJ 
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For small deviations from a Newtonian orbit as in planetary precession or any observable 

precession in astronomy:..--J.i_ ~ -1R ~ J 

G)r { "J 

1. e. : 

to an excellent approximation. From Eqs. ( ~}, ) and ( b 4-) : 



in an almost Newtonian approximation. In this approximation the gravitational potential is 

well known to be: r -
< 

sothespinconnec:can:e(e~pr:s::;~rmclofxas~'7~: -?c?) ~ _ ~ (b~ 
( /~ ) 

' Q( 

Using Eq. ( bt:g ), the correction needed to produce Eq. ( ltD) ~rm Eq. ( 34 ) is: 

· t<ocJ ~ ~ + L (t-)\). - r~~ 
- I . vY\ (; R~ X m.\J --

Using Eq. ( 3d. ) it is found that: 

Experimentally: 

and using Eq. ( ~l ): 

For small deflections: 

so to an excellent approximation: 
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However by experiment: 

so using Eq. ( b ~ ): 

From Eq. ( J> ~ ): 

d.~Ro(\t-f) - f<o \ T- d. -h~ 
f1rp " 
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and from Eqs. ( l~ ) and ( ll) 
~((0 cv{ ~ Ro -

(:l 4-
This is a universal spin connection that describes all electromagnetic deflections from any 

relevant object M in the universe. This spin connection also describes planetary precession 

through its relation to x, Eq. ( b ~ ). The procedure used to derive this result also gives the 

equivalence principle. Finally at distance of closest approach: 

(0{ ~ ~ -(!~ 
~Ro 

a very simple result that can be tabulated in astronomy for any relevant object of mass M. 

8.3 THE VELOCITY CURVE OF A WHIRLPOOL GALAXY 

Whirlpool galaxies are familiar objects in cosmology and are very complex 



in structure. However there is one feature that makes them useful for the study of the 

fundamental theories of cosmology such as those of Newton and Einstein, and ECE, and that 

is the velocity curve, the plot of the velocity of a star orbiting the centre of a galaxy versus . 

the distance between the star and the centre. It was discovered experimentally in the late 

fifties that the velocity becomes constant as r goes to infinity. The first part of this section 

will give the basic kinematics ofthe orbit and will show that both the Newton and Einstein 

theories fail completely to describe the velocity curve. The second part will describe how 

ECE theory gives a plausible explanation of the velocity curve without the use of random 

empiricism such as dark matter. It appears that the theory of dark matter has been refuted 

experimentally, leaving ECE cosmology as the only explanation. 

Consider the radial vector in the plane of any orbit: 

where g. is the radial unit vector. The velocity of an object of mass m in orbit is defined 
'(" 

as: 

Q ___ , 

because in plane polar coordinates the unit vector ll is a function of time so the Leibnitz 
-f 

theorem applies. In the Cartesian system the unit vectors i and j are not functions of time. 

The unit vectors of the plane polar system are defined by: e , ( 0 
€_ _ Cd..S e j_ +-- Sl"- ~ - ~~ 

~: - - s<.._e i -t (aSej -(8'.!) 
and it follows that: 



as described in UFT 236. The velocity in a plane is therefore: . 
~ ~ - -tU-

- ~ 

.R.. -, -(~~. 
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in which the angular velocity vector: 

is the Cartan spin connection as proven in UFT 235 on www.aias.us. Therefore this spin 

connection is related to the universal spin connection inferred in Section 8.2 giving a 

coherent cosmology for the solar system and whirlpool galaxies. As we shall prove, the 

Newton and Einstein theories fail completely to do so. 

Using the chain rule: 

and is therefore defined by the angular velocity or spin connection magnitude: 

- (gq) 

The orbit itself is defined by <l< ( tJ.e , because any planar orbit is defined by r as a 

function of e . The angular momentum of.,any planar orbit is defined by: 

L -("' 



and its magnitude is: - (~) 

Therefore for any planar orbit: ~ 

'4 ~ - ( ~J + ( ~()(~))d -(9~ 
and as r becomes infinite: 

the velocity reaches the limit: 

(~v~ 
J -(q0 ~ - ' --tt{] 

where v rJl is the velocity for infinite r. In whirlpool galaxies vd> is a constant by 

experimental observation. Therefore: 

~~~)~ (~ (& -
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which is the equation of a hyperbolic spiral orbit. In UFT 76 on www.aias.us this hyperbolic 

spiral orbit was compared with the observed MlOl whirlpool galaxy. So the essentials of 

galactic dynamics can be understood from the simple first principles of kinematics, defining 

the angular velocity as the spin connection ofECE theory. 

Newtonian dynamics fails completely to describe this result because it produces 

a static conical section: 

t + E- (05 e 
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with an inverse square law of attraction. From Eq. ( q1 ): 
') ( ~ _ 0- Sl"e - ow) 

~ rl 

and using this result in Eq. ( ~~ ): ( ( J~ . d e _ ( '\ '1\ 
) ) '"l \ t E \ St~ :J 

~ ~ w \ ~ 

where: J e ~ \ - _\ ( :L - 1_ ;) - ( \ :) 
s l h.; 8 - \ - c tt5 e-:> l ~ ~ · 

The semi major axis of an elliptical orbit is defined by: 

({ =~ ""l 
\-E 

Using the Newtonian half right latitude: ""\ 

g1ves: 

cl -::_ _L_o/. __ 
J.r'Yi.& 

V't-- -
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Note that: 

J__-
~ 

so the Newtonian velocity is: 

,,? ( N~w ~"") -

It follows that: 

so the theory fails completely to describe the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy. 

The Einstein theory does no better because it produces a precessing ellipse, Eq. 

c3 ), from which: 

Using Eq. ( \ 0~ ) in Eq. ( gg ) gives: 

~~~ (~)(1-+ I X f Sit-{<8) 
l )+ f- c~s (,c ~) 
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and again it is found that: 

'-J ( ~~utz~ 0 - c~~0 

and the Einstein theory fails completely to describe the dynamics of a whirlpool galaxy. This 

leaves ECE theory as the only correct and general. theory of cosmology. The latter can be 

developed by considering again the acceleration in plane polar coordinates 
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and • 

Eq. ( \\ ~ ) is the Coriolis acceleration and CJ ~ ( 0 X r) is the centrifugal 

acceleration. In the UFT papers it is shown that the Coriolis acceleration vanishes for all 

planar orbits (see Eq. ( \\ )). Using the chain rule it can be shown as in the UFT papers 

that: 

The centrifugal acceleration is defined by: 

for all planar orbits. 

In this equation: 

J Q 
- r. \ - \.'\.) -, 

- JA} 
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Therefore the acceleration is: ~ ( J ( . (LJ ~ j_ ct - - --
- - ~(' dj)J '( 

and using the definition of force: 

-
which is Eq ( \ '\ ) derived from lagrangian dynamics. This analysis of any planar orbit is 

therefore rigorously self consistent. 

The Lagrangian method of deriving Eq. ( \~)sets up the Lagrangian: 

j ~ _L ~-.~ J - u - (\&4-) 
~ 

in which the velocity is defined by: 

The force is derived from the potential energy as follows: - (l~0 
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The two Euler Lagrange equations are: 

(IJ~ J1 ~ J~ - !L -- - ) - td--- Jt d\ d ~ 
and the angular momentum is defined by the lagrangian to be a constant of motion: 

L -. 

Eq. ( \ ~J) is the result of pure kinematics in a plane, and is also an equation of Cartan . 

geometry. It is the result of the fundamental expression for acceleration in a plane. Eq. ( \'~;)) 

is also an equation of Cartan geometry because the spin connection is the angular velocity. 

The covariant derivative of Cartan may be defined for use in classical 

kinematics in three dimensional space. For any vector V the covariant derivative is: 

_ (~j~~s~~~~ 4- W x y_ 
where the spin connection vector is the angular velocity GJ . In plane polar coordinates 

define: 

-

for simplicity of development. The velocity is then defined by: 

'-1 \)~ J.r -\- w ~\ -- - -- -- c>f v\1 
where: 
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By definition: 

so: 

and 
GJ X ( - -

The acceleration is defined by: 

o~ ~ a.'.{ +- w ~~ ---ell Jl 

where: 

Jt &5 o.. ""t- .er ~ x.e <:l 

From fundamental kinematics as described above: J 
/" ~) (~"t-d_keve 

q ~ tl" -\- w )<..~ ~ ~ {" -~ (" i.., -r (ott :d" -e 

olk - (uD 
where the unit vectors of the plane polar coordinates system are defined by: 

£___ ~ )<. g__ {} ~ '1.. - ( \b q) 
{<_ ><- ~' - ~e - ( ''*-6) -
~e :?' ~ ~ !:-.' - (t4-') 
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Therefore: 

From Eq. ( \.1\) 

so in Eq. ( \)b ): 

so: 

The covariant derivatives used in these calculations are examples of the Cartan 

covariant derivative: 

The well known centripetal acceleration: 

-~ 
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and the Coriolis acceleration: 

')(._\ -

are produced by the plane polar system of coordinates. These accelerations do not exist in the 

Cartesian system and depend entirely on the existence of the spin connection of Cartan. 

( 
As shown already the Coriolis acceleration vanishes for all closed planar orbits and the 

acceleration simplifies to: 

~ (~· -Cl~~) e 
-~ 

+-w 

For example the acceleration due to gravity is: 

a.. -a_"';), ~\ 
Q' AA";) -

and includes the centripetal acceleration: 

~"" l w ~ {") -

The acceleration due to gravity in the plane polar system is the sum of gin the 

Cartesian system: 

-
and the centripetal acceleration. To make this point clearer consider the acceleration of an 

elliptical orbit or closed elliptical trajectory in ~he plane polar system. It -is: 

- -l J 



where the angular momentum is a constant of motion and defined by: 

l "-- \ h:_ \ _ \ i_"" ~ \. -=- ~ ( 1 
w - ( 1 s~ 

in plane polar coordinates. The Newtonian result is recovered using the half right latitude: 

ri '=' L} ( l Sl) 
~m_(r 

V'h. -

so: m& 
(~ 

Q.. 
--r· 

The only force present in the plane polar system of coordinates is: 

l - -

in which the centrifugal acceleration is: 

-:J e w ( -f· 

Therefore in the Cartesian system the accelerati~n produced by the same elliptical trajectory 

IS: 

-{tb~ 



It generalizes the Newtonian theory to give: 

-r~ {fL,~ e _, 

and the familiar force: 

.e 
-( 

ofthe textbooks. From a comparison ofEqs. ( (5'1,) and ( \t4--) the forces in the plane 

polar and Cartesian systems are different. If the frame of reference is static with respect to 

the observer the force is Eq. ( l L\.t ). Ifthe frame of reference is rotating with respect to the 

observer the force is defined by Eq. ( l S ~ ). 

i.( 


